
SD OIL & LP GAS CHRONICLE NEWS

EPA UST Owner/Operator Training Issue

 Volume 19, Issue 3 March 2019

In this issue, I will review the requirements for the newest upgrades to Underground 
Storage Tank systems as required by EPA.  In South Dakota, the EPA has designated 
South Dakota as the enforcement agency.


	 These rules became effective on October 13, 2018.  The information in this 
issue was complied courtesy of R & A Risk Professionals which is used in the EPA 
Owner/Operator Training Course which is offered through the association.


	 In this issue, I will cover Monthly and Yearly requirements, generator 
requirements and alternative fuel compatible and reporting requirements.  

The compliance deadline for these upgrades is October 13, 2021. 

	 If you haven’t attended a course in the last couple of years, please consider 
attending as the training focuses heavily on these new MANDATORY requirements 
for ALL regulated UST Systems.


	 To register please go to sdp2ma.com under the Education.  For your 
convenience, I have provided the link here:

https://sdp2ma.com/underground-storage-tank-owneroperator-training/ 

http://sdp2ma.com
https://sdp2ma.com/underground-storage-tank-owneroperator-training/
http://sdp2ma.com
https://sdp2ma.com/underground-storage-tank-owneroperator-training/
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9 Inspecting Your Facility 
Information provided by R & A Risk Professionals 
Benefits of Frequent System Inspections 

• Professional evaluation/opinion

• Routine confirmation of system status (example: you can determine 

how long something has been problem)

• Catching problem before BIG problem


“Compliance” Inspections 
• Required every 3 years

• Conducted by DENR 
• Meet EPA designated SOC’s


Why? 
• Become familiar with facility 
• Inspect all recent repairs and installations 
• Routine confirmation of system status (example: you can determine how 

long something has been problem) 
• Find leaks that LD system is missing! 
• Catching problem before BIG problem 
• NEW…walkthrough inspections becoming mandatory by EPA
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9 Walkthrough Checklist -- Monthly
Information provided by R & A Risk Professionals
Spill prevention equipment 
▪	 Visually inspect spill prevention equipment for damage.

▪	 Remove liquid or debris.

▪	 Visually inspect fill pipes and remove any obstructions.

▪	 Ensure the fill cap fits securely on the fill pipe.

▪	 Visually inspect spill prevention equipment with interstitial 

monitoring and ensure there is not a leak in the interstitial area.

▪	 For UST systems receiving deliveries less frequently than every 

30 days, the spill prevention equipment inspection may instead 
be conducted before each delivery.


Leak detection equipment 
▪	 Ensure release detection equipment is operating properly.

▪	 Ensure release detection equipment is not indicating an alarm 

or any other unusual operating condition.

▪	 Ensure release detection records are reviewed and current.

▪	 Owners and operators monitoring release detection systems 

remotely may review release detection equipment and records, 
provided release detection systems are in communication with 
remote monitoring equipment.


Remember: 95% of the leaks 
found during the inspection 

are at dispensers! 
2019 Convention and 

Petro Expo 

The	Lodge	
Deadwood,	SD	

September	17-18,	
2019
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9 Walkthrough Checklist -- Annual
Information provided by R & A Risk Professionals 
Secondary containment sumps 
▪	  Visually check for damage, leaks to the containment area, and 
releases to the environment.

▪	 Remove liquid from containment sumps.

▪	 Remove debris.

▪	  For double walled sumps with interstitial monitoring, check for 

leaks in the interstitial area.


Hand-held release detection equipment 
▪	 Check devices such as tank gauge sticks or groundwater bailers 

for operability and serviceability.


Deferred   Fully Regulated Tanks - NOTE this Change
Emergency Generator Tank

 Leak Detection NOT required 
 Remaining ARSD Apply 
• New regulation now requires compliance with LEAK DETECTION 





© 2018 CHS Inc. 

With an increased demand for propane worldwide, it is estimated that in 2019 U.S. export capacity 
will reach 75% of domestic production, leaving marketers with a potential supply risk. As world 
markets evolve, you need a reliable propane supply partner that forecasts trends and provides 
insights. With customized technology, proprietary tools and expert advice, we can help you grow 
your propane business, no matter how the market trends. 

WHAT’S TRENDING  
CAN BE CONFUSING.
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW, 
WHEN YOU NEED TO KNOW IT.

Contact Ryan Meyer at ryan.meyer@chsinc.com 
or call 800-547-3835, option 2, to plan your 
propane supply needs today.

For a FREE copy of 
industry insights, visit 
CHSpropaneinsights.com



KLINGER PAINT

Billings, MT | Hastings, NE | Valley City, ND | Yakima, WA

THE PRODUCTS, KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS!

800-437-9702 | www.feiinc.com

GIVE US A CALL TODAY FOR  
PROMOTIONAL DETAILS ON 

KLINGER’S HIGH PERFORMANCE  
PAINT AND ACCESSORIES

Klinger’s has been in the paint industry for over 100 
years offering a full line of premium tank primers, 
coatings and aerosol cans. 

NACS News - Consumers Reveal Gas-Buying Behaviors 
Washington , DC

SD Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources 
PROTECTING SOUTH DAKOTA'S TOMORROW…TODAY! 

Dear Interested Parties:

On March 5, 2019, the Governor signed 
HB1258, giving spending authority for 
the Volkswagen Mitigation Trust funds. 
The initial mitigation funding project will 
be used for school, shuttle and transit 
bus replacement. Information and 
application forms are available on the 
Clean Diesel Program webpage.  The 
application deadline is April 5, 2019.  
We could use another 12-15 
applications.  Please pass this 
information on to anyone you think 
might be interested.  This information 
has also been added to our Volkswagen 
Trust webpage at http://denr.sd.gov/
des/aq/aaVW.aspx .
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ALEXANDRIA, Va. – NACS has released new research on how convenience store 
customers buy gas, their driving habits and opportunities for retailers to change consumer 
behavior.


Key insights from the NACS report, “Consumer Behavior at the Pump,” reveal: 
• Consumers who are driving more are doing so because of a job or a longer commute.

• Price dominates where consumers choose to purchase fuel: 59% of those surveyed in     

2019 cite lower prices as the reason they prefer a specific store or chain.

• Food quality and employees influence where consumers choose to shop.

• 44% of gas customers also come inside the store. 


“Understanding how gas prices affect consumer behavior and their overall driving habits 
can help convenience retailers implement strategies for bringing more customers from the 
pump and inside the store,” said NACS Vice President of Strategic Industry Initiatives Jeff 
Lenard.


“Our latest research, based on consumer surveys, reveals interesting variations among 
younger and older consumers across different regions, which can ultimately help retailers 
go beyond the gas price sign and translate fuel purchases into in-store sales.”


Read the full report by downloading   “Consumer Behavior at the Pump.”

https://sdlegislature.gov/Legislative_Session/Bills/Bill.aspx?Bill=1258&Session=2019
https://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aadera.aspx
http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aaVW.aspx
http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aaVW.aspx
http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aaVW.aspx
https://sdlegislature.gov/Legislative_Session/Bills/Bill.aspx?Bill=1258&Session=2019
https://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aadera.aspx
http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aaVW.aspx
http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aaVW.aspx
http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aaVW.aspx
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Protecting your life’s work.
FEDERATED LIFE®

Federated Mutual Insurance Company and its subsidiaries*  |  federatedinsurance.com 
18.03  Ed. 12/17  *Not licensed in all states.  © 2017 Federated Mutual Insurance Company

Helping to shield your business and those that  
matter most. Learn more by contacting your local  
Federated marketing representative today.



EPA Resource 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/

2015-12/documents/
ust_system_compatibility_with_biofuels.pdf 

UST System Compatibility With Biofuels

•Covers ethanol blends and biodiesel

•Regulatory requirements for compatibility

•Notification requirements

•Sample compatibility checklist

•Other resources


1) Notify their implementing agency at 
least 30 days prior to storing one of 
the following: 


Regulated substances containing 
greater than 10 percent 
ethanol;


Regulated substances containing 
greater than 20 percent 
biodiesel; or


Any other regulated substance 
identified by the implementing 
agency.


2) In addition, owners/operators storing 
one of these regulated substances 
must demonstrate compatibility 
of the UST system.


3) Keep records that document 
compliance with the compatibility 
requirement for as long as the 
UST system is used to store these 
regulated substances.


NOTE: Already required to be compatible ARSD 74:56:01:17.   
Compatibility. Owners or operators shall use an UST system made of or lined with 
materials that are compatible with the substance stored in the system. 
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9 2018 EPA Regulations on Alternative Fuels 
Information provided by R & A Risk Professionals 





SDPP_Westmor_7.5 x 10.indd   1 1/24/19   2:34 PM



A high-octane standard for the U.S. gasoline market has been suggested as the fastest and most cost-
effective way to enhance automotive fuel efficiency in the near term because it could be applied to 
vehicles produced in the next few years, as opposed to waiting decades for alternative-fuel vehicles 
like EVs to gain significant market share. Potential changes to the gasoline market could have 
significant implications for fuel retailers, from equipment upgrade requirements to consumer reactions. 
A pair of new reports by the Fuels Institute provide valuable insight into what could transpire under 
certain transition scenarios and how such scenarios might ultimately affect fuel retailers.

	 “The science clearly demonstrates that when higher octane gasoline is used in engines 
designed for it, those engines can deliver greater fuel efficiency and lower emissions,” said John 
Eichberger, executive director of the Fuels Institute. “The Fuels Institute Board of Advisors wanted to 
better understand how such a fuel might be produced, what modifications to the distribution system 
might be required to deliver it to consumers, what regulations might need to be modified to facilitate a 
transition, how long a transition might take and what the fuel might cost consumers. These new 
reports go a long way to help answering such questions.”

	 “Transitioning the U.S. Gasoline Pool to a Single High-Octane Fuel: A Baseline Analysis” 
and its companion white paper, “Analysis of the Potential for Increasing Octane in the U.S. Fuel 
Supply,” provide objective analyses of the capability of the fuels market to deliver higher octane 
gasoline to consumers, as well as the regulatory and market dynamics that such a transition would 
affect.

	 “Transitioning the U.S. Gasoline Pool to a Single High-Octane Fuel: A Baseline Analysis,” 
represents a benchmark analysis to help guide discussions concerning the options that might be 
available when considering a transition to higher octane gasoline.

	 “Our research team found that a high-octane market could be achieved but would likely require 
a federal mandate to be successful,” said Eichberger.

	 The report modeled high-octane fuels containing various levels of ethanol and found that 
ethanol could reduce production costs but simultaneously introduce compatibility issues within the 
distribution system that would require substantial investments to address. What’s more, if the fuel is 
not similar to an existing fuel, the regulatory and transition process could take 20 years or more, the 
report concludes.

	 A companion white paper, prepared at the direction of the Board of Advisors, presented the 
report’s analysis within the context of other octane-related research, the evolving market and 
regulatory discussions that occurred during 2018. The primary report evaluates technical and specific 
regulatory issues associated with the transition to a higher octane gasoline market, while the white 
paper aggregates various sources to put the research into perspective for those who might need to 
manage a market transition.

	 “Our white paper combines the learnings of our commissioned report with the findings of the 
Department of Energy’s Co-Optimization of Fuels and Engines Initiative, additional analysis released by 
U.S. CAR, and various consumer and market data analyses prepared by NACS to provide a high-level 
overview of the issue,” Eichberger explained. “The aggregation of these learnings, presented against 
the backdrop of policy discussions in Washington, D.C., provides context that is essential to 
understanding the complexities of this issue.

	 “These new publications show that 
transitioning to a high-octane market is feasible, 
but there are hurdles that must be acknowledged 
and accommodated. The white paper specifically 
makes it clear that consumer education prior to 
initiating the transition is critical because 
consumers are very sensitive to fuel prices and 
don’t understand what octane is,” said Eichberger.

	 Both reports published by the Fuels Institute 
can be downloaded free 
at www.fuelsinstitute.org/research.
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JOHN HEPLER
ENERGY ACCOUNT MANAGER

17005 Chutney Drive

Omaha, NE 61836

CELL: (515) 291-9531

FAX: (309) 557-7386

EMAIL: jhepler@growmark.com

GROWMARK ENERGY is a divison of GROWMARK, Inc.

NACS News - Fuels Institute Reports Examine 
Transition to High-Octane Gasoline Market

http://www.fuelsinstitute.org/research%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.fuelsinstitute.org/research%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank


January	8-9		 	 Basic	Principles	and	Practices	 	 Pierre	
February	5-7		 2.2	Propane	Delivery		 	 	 Pierre	

March	5-6	 	 Basic	Principles	and	Practices	 	 Watertown	
April	2-4	 	 2.2	Propane	Delivery	 	 	 Watertown	

May	1-2	 	 Basic	Principles	and	Practices	 	 Sioux	Falls	
June	4-6	 	 2.2	Propane	Delivery	 	 	 Sioux	Falls	
June	11-13	 		 4.1	Distribution	Systems	 	 	 Mitchell	

July	9-10	 	 Basic	Principles	and	Practices	 	 Aberdeen	
July	16-18		 	 4.2	Distribution	Systems	 	 	 Mitchell	
July	30-Aug	1		 3.0	Basic	Plant	Operations	 	 Mitchell	
August	6-8	 	 2.2		Propane	Delivery	 	 	 Aberdeen	

Sept	16-17	 	 Basic	Principles	and	Practices	 	 Deadwood	
October	1-3	 	 2.2		Propane	Delivery	 	 	 Rapid	City	

November	5-6	 Basic	Principles	and	Practices	 	 Mitchell	
December	3-5	 2.2		Propane	Delivery	 	 	 Mitchell	

2019 Training Programs
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C
ertified Em

ployee Training Program
  

Proctor fee normally $40, but can vary by proctor.

* With an employer account. First order minimum purchase of $19. 

Providing Online Training Since 2003

 ��com

2019 UST Owner/Operator Training
March 26	 1-5 pm		   Club House Inn and 	Suites

	 	 	 	 	 	  - Sioux Falls 
March 27	 8 am - Noon	   Ramkota Hotel - Rapid City 
March 28	 8 am - Noon	   SD Retailers Bldg.

	 	 	 	  - 2nd floor conference room

	 	 	 	 	 	 Pierre


May 8	 8 am - Noon	 Ramkota Hotel - Rapid City 
May 9	 8 am - Noon	 Ramkota Hotel - Sioux Falls 
 


August 27	 1- 5 pm	 Ramkota Hotel - Sioux Falls 
August 28	 8 am - Noon	 Ramkota Hotel - Aberdeen 
August 29	 8 am - Noon	 Highland Conference Center

	 	 	 	 	 	  - Mitchell 

November 6	8 am - Noon	 Ramkota Hotel - Rapid City 
November 7	8 am - Noon	 Ramkota Hotel - Sioux Falls 

March 26 & Aug 27 classes:  1 - 5 pm. 
Remaining Classes 8 am to 12 noon. 

Please go to the sdp2ma.com website or 

visit SD DENR website:


To register:

http://denr.sd.gov/des/gw/tanks/TankOperatorTraining.aspx

U
ST O

w
ner/O

perator Training 

http://sdp2ma.com
http://denr.sd.gov/des/gw/tanks/TankOperatorTraining.aspx
http://sdp2ma.com
http://denr.sd.gov/des/gw/tanks/TankOperatorTraining.aspx


Earlier this year, it was announced that Rick Roldan would be transitioning from his 
position as CEO of NPGA. As earlier reported, this was a mutual decision reached 
after a full discussion between the Officer team, which comprises the Personnel 
Subcommittee, and Rick. To ease the transition, he will remain onboard until the end 
of this year. Our realistic goal for having a new CEO in place is 90-120 days.

	 Rick has been part of NPGA for 24 years and became CEO some 17 years ago 
when we moved our headquarters from Illinois to Washington. He has accomplished 
much in those years and NPGA and the propane industry are much better for his 
efforts. Today we are an effective and respected industry organization, we are fiscally 
sound, and we have a professional team of employees that are passionate about our 
industry.

	 Since that announcement the officer team has come together, both by phone 
and in person, to develop a transition plan that will find and support the best person 
to lead NPGA and the industry into the future. As you know, we regularly update our 
strategic plan to reflect the industry's needs and, as part of this process, we are 
reviewing both how we operate internally as an Association and how we operate in 
conjunction with our two key partners in the propane industry, PERC and our State 
and Regional Associations. PERC is evolving in its second generation, and, with the 
increasing legislative and regulatory activity at the state level, our State and Regional 
Association partners are even more critical to our success as an industry. We need to 
maximize the synergies among all three groups to achieve the greatest success.

	 This analysis, while delaying the search process somewhat, has been invaluable 
in determining what we will expect of our next CEO and what qualities that person 
should possess to lead us going forward. The world and our industry have changed; 
we need to make sure we're keeping up with those changes. We have engaged in 
discussions with both PERC and State and Regional Association leadership for their 
feedback and the vision for our future is beginning to unfold.

	 The transition team has considered two firms for our search process. We have 
chosen the one that we feel has the background, ability, and passion to help us and 
we hope to have the contract with that firm in place in the near future once, our due 
diligence is complete. In support of this effort, Randy Thompson has agreed to spend 
some time in DC over the next several months working alongside Rick and assisting 
with the transition.	 


I truly believe that this is an exciting time for 
NPGA and our industry. As we move forward, 
we will be building on the effort and legacy 
that brought us the successes that we enjoy 
today and establishing an even greater 
success in the future. 


Chris Earhart

Dixie Gas & Oil Corp.


NPGA Chairman of the Board
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Washington , DC
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